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The UK Way
Kopana Terry
Senior Image Management Specialist   
Digital Programs, University of Kentucky Libraries
Imaging 101
Fundamental rules: 
1 SCAN ONCE - HANDLE ONCE.    
2. SCAN AT TRUE DPI ONLY
3 SCAN AT THE HIGHEST DPI YOU HAVE.        
STORAGE TO HANDLE
4. SCAN WITH ANTICIPATION FOR THE FUTURE 
5. SCAN WITH A GREAT DEGREE OF ATTENTION
Imaging 101
There are three options with image capture      
1. Bi-tonal
2 G l. raysca e
3. Color
C t thap ure ree ways:
1. Microfilm scanner  
2. Flatbed scanner
3. Digital Camera
Imaging 101
• Preservation microfilm is black and white 
– (rare to find continuous tone or color microfilm)
• It’s high contrast: causes loss of detail in 
ill iustrat ve matter
– Bi-tonal capture basically means pixels are 
either black or white: causes further loss of 
d t ile a
– Grayscale capture is better able to mimic 
h t’ th i fil i i d t ilw a s on e m cro m: ncrease n e a
Imaging 101
• Quality Control (henceforth known as QC)
F ll i– or a  mages:
• Crop
• Deskew
– For bi-tonal images (1- 8 bit)
• Remove spots caused by foxing or marginalia      
– For color images (16, 24, or 32 bit)
• Adjust brightness, contrast & color balance using levels or 
curves only
– For grayscale (8-16 bit) images converted to bi-tonal
• Maintain threshold to allow high detail values
• Remove spots caused by foxing or marginalia
Imaging 101 
OCR/OWR can’t be generated from 
l igraysca e mages
Regardless of format and aesthetic value, 
with textural image capture you’re always      
scanning to achieve the highest possible 
OCR/OWR accuracy 
Imaging 101
Grayscale image converted to bi-tonal for OCR/OWR
Books 
Microfilm bi-tonal scans
• easy to scan 
t l• easy o c ean
• easy to move  
(small file sizes)
Books 
Microfilm grayscale scans
• harder to scan
• harder to QC  
• harder to move
(bigger file size)
Books in Color
Via flatbed or camera
• Way harder to 
scan 
– (not from film)
• Way harder to QC   
– (color correction)
• Poses OCR/OWR  
challenges
– (must be transcribed!)  
BOTTOM LINE
Letters should be whole →
If you want high    
production…
lower your imaging 
standards
Yet not filled in →
Original 
source 
document 
(grayscale)
Source 
document 
as bitonal 
image, 
600dpi 
(scanned as a 
grayscale image 
then converted to 
bitonal)
Microfilm 
bitonal 
image, 
400dpi
(scanned as a 
bitonal image, no 
conversion 
necessary)
Post QC 
(from microfilm)
Post QC image
Source document 
image
Microfilm image
Taking a cue from Microfilm    
“Blank” page 
targets are 
used in place of 
the blank page 
in the book  
Records
Same set-up as the books 
except…
• They’re usually filmed 
16on mm
• Scan challenges may 
be carbon copies and 
dot matrix pages
Photographs 
& Maps 
• Remember:       
Scan once – handle once
• Use minimal QC
• dpi/ppi based on 
NARA guidelines
Create a new “standard”
Ad t “T h S ”op  ec  pec  
for user benefit
– In the case of the Board of 
Trustees, the minutes were 
read to identify missing 
reports or pages then 
compiled into an easy to 
read form accessible online
– Brief explanation for 
equipment used and QC    
methodology
And then there are newspapers!
Once you’ve got a scanner that can capture at a 
true dpi (not interpolated), it’s all a matter of 
what you want…
• Do you want “boutique” images?
– i.e. bi-tonal/grayscale hybrids
• Do you want fast production?
– resulting in inconsistent quality (at best)
• Do you want consistent quality?    
– resulting in slower production (though not always)
Newspapers
Good looking image
• Good contrast
• Even text & lighting
• Excellent rendering  
of film base (does not 
detract from image)  
Newspapers
N t d l ki io  so goo  oo ng mage
No contrast (which results in )    …
Text legibility strain
Loss of detail  
Text legibility strain
Obvious film base
Text legibility strain
Did I mention lack of aesthetic quality?      
NEWS-
PAPERS
NEWS-
PAPERS
NEWS-
PAPERS
NEWS-
PAPERS
Newspaper 
challenges
FragmentationNotice the light fall off at edge!   
→→→→→→
The Cosine 
Law!!
Newspaper challenges 
Copy bed color 
affects scanner  
detection
Newspaper challenges
Orientation 
raises three 
1A (cine)
issues:
• detection
• splitting
2B (comic)
• crop/deskew
Newspaper 
challenges
• Newton rings      
(caused by rehydration of the film)     
• Splice tape
Notable artifacts
– Dust
– Film stock ID
Newspaper 
challenges
Scratches…
if they’re bad 
enough, they 
can impact the 
aesthetics
Newspaper challenges
Remember 
this?
Standards 
have come 
l !a ong way
The most important   
thing you can have
